>> Any section along Park Road is not to be run on the shoulder nor the road – follow the course which will hug the tree line oﬀ of the road <<
START to AID 1/High Banks
Start at the Dam Overlook take Trail 20 along the gorge. It ends at a road crossing. Trail 19A picks up on the other side of the road. . 19A turns right
onto Trail 19. Run down a long hill and Cross the creek, pass by a beautiful waterfall and take Trail 18 up across a wooden bridge and out to the road.
Make a left onto Park Road continue along the road for about 1 mile Turn left to the camping check-in entrance road.
AID 1 to AID 2/Tea Tables
Leave aid on trail 17 down and it will connect with Trail 15, These are not marked and will be very “washed out” At the course marking you climb up
toward the road. This section will take about 2.75 miles. Go left on Park Road for another 2.5 miles. Cross the road at trail #11. Stay on trail 11 (for
about 1.5 miles) all the way back to Park Rd. Crossing back, making a right and entering Trail #13 Make a left on Trail 13 cont. 1 mile which will cut
down to Trail 1 and St Helena Picnic Area. There are bathrooms here. Continue uphill on trail #1 along the edge of the gorge for .5 miles to the tea
tables area, aid station #2.
AID 2 to AID 3/Lower Falls
Continue on Trail 1 (the gorge trail). Through the Tea Table Area, Wolf Creek Area, you will cross a bridge over Wolf Creek, climb some stairs, and
then continue on Trail 1. Pass the Great Bend Overlook, and stay on Trail 1 toward Lower Falls. At the Adventure Calls oﬃce you will square around
the parking (follow flags) lot and pick up the trail to lower falls here. There are some steps up and down on your way to Octagon shelter which is the
aid station
AID 3 to AID 4/Lean To
You will leave the aid station at Lower Falls and take 127 steps down to stone bridge across the river. Across the bridge, Trail 6A connects and you
begin the climb out of the gorge. Continue on trail 6A which climbs to the road At the top of Trail 6a, you will turn left on park road. Run down this
rolling road eventually making a right towards the remote cabins of the park. Trail #9 is on your right hand side in between a few cabins. (will be
marked) Climb Trail #9 (dishmill creek) taking a right to stay on #9 where you will run for 1 mile all the way up to River Road. Making a left onto River
Road and then quickly making a left onto the Finger Lakes Trail. Stay on the FLT for about 3.5 miles to the Lean-to and your next aid station. The FLT
is blazed yellow – There are several oﬀ shoots that are blue that you will not be taking. Stay on the FLT.
AID 4 to AID 5/Final Countdown
Leaving the Lean-to, make a left on the yellow blazed Finger Lakes Trail to continue north. This section is 8.6ish miles long –You will remain on the
the yellow blazed FLT this entire stretch. DO NOT turn on any blue trails.
AID 5 to FINISH
Continuing North again on the FLT – Once you leave the aid station you will follow the YELLOW FLT North all the way to the parking lot at the Mount
Morris Dam. At the trail head – you will turn a sharp right hugging the parking lot for a few hundred feet before making another right into the finish line.

